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About
Booming Bulls Elite Traders Live
Mentorship Program!
The Booming Bulls Elite Traders Live

structured in such a way that anyone

Mentorship allows you to see the big

having zero knowledge about the stock

and simpliﬁed picture of how trading

market can earn consistent proﬁts from

can be done to earn consistent proﬁts

the stock market after the completion of

from the stock market. Whether you

this program with a structured approach.

want to become an intraday trader,

It aims to set you on the path of

swing or positional trader, Booming

becoming a successful trader

Bulls provide you with the core skills

independently with a system and

and exact knowledge you need to

contemporary skill-set earned from

become a successful trader.

experience. This course is totally
Structured and developed by India's

Under the Live Mentorship of Anish

most loved trader and trainer

Singh Thakur, the Program is

Anish Singh Thakur.
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Key Features
# 1 Stock Market Training Institute
in India

The Program also covers important subjects like
Forex Trading and Cryptocurrency Trading.

Learn from India’s most loved
trading mentor

Simpliﬁed explanation of
every concept

Deep dive into every subject of trading in
a raw manner

Learn life management skills with correct
human mechanics principles.
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About
Booming Bulls Academy
Booming Bulls is one of the most prestigious training
institutes in India. We are the leaders in the stock
market industry, and under our mentorship, you can
deﬁnitely start your stock market journey and become
ﬁnancially independent. We aim to deliver you
professional training about the stock market that can
shape your knowledge and lead you towards becoming
a successful trader. We give you the path, exact system,
and psychology needed to perform well and survive in
the stock market. Psychology is one of the most
important factors where India's most traders are
lacking, and in our program, we mainly work on your
psychology. We focus on what is right and what is
actually needed. With our concepts and experience, we
have developed an easily understandable course.
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Course
Highlights

1

4

Instant Market Updates Group

6 Months Support
Doubt clearing faculty support
In-person attention
Course content update
Regular Performance Report
Revision on Request

All the important market-related news
and other updates will be posted on
that group regularly

5

Trading Psychology

2

Revision Classes
Revision classes help you to go through
all the important concepts covered in
every new live class repeatedly. Along
with this, all the updated content in
the course will be shared with you
through revision classes for 6 months.

3

Ofﬂine Faculty Support
All your doubts will be cleared. In case,
if you have any doubts after class,
then you can ask those doubts to your
faculty available at the Ofﬂine Centre.

This is the most important part in
trader's journey. We constantly work
on your psychology, so that you can
perform well in constantly changing
markets.

6

Trading Plan
A perfect plan development that will
help you to trade conﬁdently and get
consistent results

7

Trading System
A perfect systematic daily routine
development that will help you to be a
disciplined trader
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Modules
• Basics of Stock Market
• Fundamental Analysis Basics
• Types of Traders & Trading styles
• Candlestick Patterns
• Chart Patterns
• Support & Resistance
• Identifying Trends
• Breakouts | Reversals | Retests
• Indicators & Oscillators
• Multiple Timeframe Analysis
• NSE Website Overview
• DEMAT Accounts

• Multiple Entry & Exit Strategies
• Stock Selection Process
• Trading Super Setups
• Fibonacci Retracement
• World Markets Correlation
• Forex & Commodities
• Cryptocurrency
• Trading System
• Watchlist Setup
• Risk Management
• Trader's Journaling
• Futures & Options
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Learning Path
1) INTRODUCTION
Basics of stock market

FOUNDATION

2) BASICS OF TRADING
Types of traders and trading styles
3) FUNDAMENTALS
Introduction to fundamental analysis

1) INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
Chart Patterns, Support, and Resistance,
Breakouts | Reversals | Retest, Indicators & Oscillators
2) TECHNICAL ANALYSIS INTERMEDIATE

CORE
CONCEPTS

Multiple Timeframe Analysis, NSE Website Analysis,
Multiple Entry & Exit Strategies.
3) ADVANCE TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
Trading Super Setups, Fibonacci Retracement,
World Market Correlation
4) INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Trading System, Risk Management, Trader’s Journaling
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1) INTRODUCTION TO FUTURES AND OPTIONS
Options Trading Basics, Choosing Correct Strike Prices,
Choosing Correct Position Sizing and Stoploss.

ADVANCED
CONCEPTS

2) INTERMEDIATE LEVEL OPTION CONCEPTS
Time Decay Discussion, Options Buying for Traders
with trading capital: 1 Lakh, Options Selling for Traders
with trading capital: 5 Lakhs
3) ADVANCED OPTIONS CONCEPTS
Options Hedging for Traders with trading capital:
15 Lakhs, Futures - Open Interest Explained, Option Chain
Analysis Overview.
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Course Beneﬁts

Instant Market

Ofﬂine Faculty

Trading

Updates Group

Support

Super-Setups

Trading

Building a

Journal

Trading Plan

Booming Bulls
Ultimate Trader’s
Check-list

Facebook Watchlist Support

Trading System

A group with Win Rate above 60%

Development

Booming Bulls
FAQs Sessions

Champions
Sessions

Over 300
Revision
Classes

FnO FAQs
Sessions
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Course Outcomes
At the end of the program, you will

Have adequate knowledge about
fundamental analysis along with
advanced technical knowledge and
chart reading skills.

Learn different trading strategies with
high win rates to maximize your
proﬁts.

Be able to trade and earn consistent
money from trading by using correct
risk management principles.

Be able to develop proactive thinking
so as to perform effectively in the
constantly changing market cycles.

Be able to balance every aspect of your
life by learning life management
principles from your mentor.

Experiencing the four most important
quadrants essential to become a
successful trader.

Build a perfect trading system, using
which you can and be proﬁtable in the
long run.

Winning mindset, required for
becoming a successful trader.

Be disciplined at managing your losses
and maximizing your proﬁts.

Be motivated and have a vision along
with a mission statement.
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Who should
enroll in our
course?
The program is best suited for individuals seeking
the following careers:

18 YEARS OLD OR ABOVE INDIVIDUALS

18 years old or above individuals who are willing to learn
about the stock market and want to make trading as
their career.

JOB OR BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS

Professionals who want to translate their careers or learn
additional skills to make consistent passive income
through trading.

HOUSEWIVES

Housewives who want to learn to trade and generate a
good passive income.

RETIRED PROFESSIONALS

Retired people who want to learn about trading in an ofﬂine
learning environment without any issues.

FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS

Young and optimistic personalities who love business and
want to become full-time traders.
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Course Fee
The mentorship program fee is

59,000/- (Including GST)

.

Register with

5,000

.

ﬁrst to conﬁrm your seat.

Later one need to pay the
remaining amount i.e

54,000/-

.

before the batch launch date.

Can I pay the remaining amount in installments or through the EMI method?
No, You will have to pay the full remaining amount before the batch launch date.

After paying Rs.5000, if I wish to cancel the admission, then will
you refund the amount?
No, that amount is Non-Refundable.
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From The Trainer
Knowing Technical Analysis can help

for all of us & we know exactly what it

you trade in all the markets that you

is; A Big Loss.

can open in a chart.

After a lot of research, analysis & self-

The process is just like becoming a

experience, I have concluded that

doctor, an engineer, or a designer

trading is simpler if you learn it in a

which requires studying from Class 1

proper module.

to Class 12th, then doing Graduation,
Post-Graduation & then applying for
your Ph.D.

Also, it can be too lengthy & boring.
So, you have to cut out all the extra
noise that is useless in practical

This process seems quite simple but it

trading. It may help you pass a

can be pretty complicated if you do it in

monotonous exam but will not help

the reverse direction or no speciﬁc

you in the long term.

direction at all. Like ﬁrst completing
class 5th, then 1st, then 12th, and then
Post Graduation. Every new step will

So where and what’s the module?
I will tell you that, but that’s not the

make some sense to you until you are

holy grail.

keenly interested. But in the end, it’ll

The Holy Grail of trading lies in

be one big heck of a complex yield.

learning the module & in

This happens to most of us in our

“systemically” forming a system

Trading Career. We always learn

called” TRADING PLAN” & then

something like candlestick patterns,

following it religiously with discipline.

then meet a new trainer with a new

So, what you need is a Trading

price action theory, then watch some
YouTube videos on RSI & apply super
trend on a daily chart while doing
Intraday. Amidst this chaos, we make
money sometimes but mostly we

System, a Written Plan which you’ll
prepare and submit after the course to
receive your certiﬁcate of completion
which we will help you with.

don’t.
But the ﬁnal output remains the same
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Frequently
Asked Questions
What are the timings and dates of the classes?
There are two batches:
Weekday Batch

: 3 Days in a week

Time

: 7:30 PM Live Class

Revision Classes

: 10 PM Revision Same Day
4 PM Revision Next Day
10 AM Saturday (2 Weekday Classes)
11 AM Sunday ( 3rd Weekday Class)

Weekend Batch

: Saturday & Sunday

Time

: 2 PM Live Class

Revision Classes

: 6 PM Revision Same Day

?

10 PM Revision Same Day
1 PM Monday (Both Weekend Classes)

(Note - Students can attend revision classes from their home as well.
There is no need to come to the center to attend revision classes.
However, a student can come to the center for attending revision
classes, if he/she wants to)

How long will the training go on ?
You will have 18 regular classes for Weekday Batch and 12 regular classes for
Weekend Batch. Both batches will have almost the same number of training hours.
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What makes classes at centers different compared
to online classes?
- Learn in the classroom environment without any kind
of disturbances.
- Doubt clearing sessions with Booming Bulls Certiﬁed Faculty.
- Homework will be checked regularly.
- Exams will be conducted on various topics regularly.
- Performance analysis of the students.
- Psychology improvement programs.
- Various eBooks will be provided to you.
- Personal guidance and attention to every student.
- Revision classes of speciﬁc topics on request.
- Neat & clean infrastructure following all precautions for COVID-19.
- Limited students with a serious interest in trading per batch.
- Books available for reading in your free time.
- We will help each student develop their own customized
trading plan which they are comfortable with.
- Booming Bulls student kit for everyone.
- Your trading performance will be analyzed regularly.
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How can I contact the company once I have paid the fees?
Kindly send a screenshot of your payment conﬁrmation & your email address
& phone number used while making payment. A relationship manager
will be assigned to help you in every aspect of your journey with us.
You can always call us or WhatsApp us on 8130245100

What are your membership fees?
The online training fee is only Rs. 59,000

In which language does the trainer conduct live classes?
Mostly Hindi language with terminology in English. You can watch our YouTube
uploads to have a better understanding.

Is the Training Beginner Friendly?
Yes, we have designed the mentorship program in such a way that it takes
you from very basics to advanced levels in a very simple and clear language
that even a schoolchild can learn with no prior ﬁnancial knowledge
so that you won't feel left out.

I'm a trader, and I only need strategies. Will it be useful for me?
Yes, our Trading Plan is useful for those who are already a trader and want
to know strategies for maximizing their proﬁts and developing to become
a better trader.
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Do you teach Price Action?
Yes, we provide deep knowledge on price action along with price
action-based strategies.

Is the Trainer qualiﬁed enough?
The trainer has rich experience in stock market trading. Having learned from
veterans in the ﬁeld of the stock market, he has adopted a practical approach
with his own solid strategies using which anyone can make consistent money
from trading.

Is trading risky?
Yes, it is risky for those who trade without any proper training
and knowledge.

When can I start trading?
You can start trading after your risk management class.

How much money is required to start trading?
Our recommended starting amount is Rs.10,000 and gradually after some
trading experience, you can increase the capital to
Rs. 25,000 - Rs. 1 Lakhs.

When will I get my certiﬁcate from Booming Bulls Academy?
You will get your certiﬁcate of completion once you submit your ﬁnal
assignment given to you by your trainer after attending all
the live sessions.
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I don't have a trading account?
Don't worry, It's a simple online process. We will help you out with
everything when you join our mentorship program.

Will I get live alerts & updates?
Yes, you will be given access to our WhatsApp News & Facebook Watchlist
Support group.

Am I eligible to join and attend live classes?
You must be 18 years old or above to join.

Will you provide tips for trading or any advice for investment purposes?
No, We are not involved in such practices and we advise that you never
expect it from us at any point of your course duration or afterward.
Our only goal here is to provide training so that you do not have to depend
on others for signals and you become an independent successful trader.

Can I pay the remaining amount in installments or through the EMI method?
No, You will have to pay the full remaining amount before the batch launch date.

How does your WhatsApp Informative Group help me?
All the information such as Pre-Open markets, Banned F&O stocks for the
day, or any other stock market-related news is updated in the WhatsApp group
at the earliest so that you will never have to look at the endless stock market
news websites constantly to stay updated.
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How many times will I be able to revise a topic if I do not understand it?
There will be multiple revision classes for every class so you can attend revision
class for the same topic on the same day, the next day, and also again in the same
week. You can also attend revision classes from other batches up to 5 months
after you ﬁnish your own classes.

What makes your 'Facebook Watchlist Group' so special?
In this group, we share trade plans for the next day with proper logic & charts
attached which gives you a heads up which you can further analyze it to your own
advantage and plan accordingly. All the posts are approved by Anish Singh Thakur
himself and even he shares trade ideas regularly which you can further analyze and
plan accordingly. This group is strictly not for any kind of trading signals & we do
not approve of such practices.

How will you clear my doubts?
We do not allow students to interrupt class with doubts while the trainer is teaching.
However, after completion of the class, you can approach your faculty for clariﬁcation
of your doubt.

Is there any difference between 'Weekday Batch' and 'Weekend Batch'?
Content is the same for both. You can join in whichever is more comfortable for
you to attend.

For some reason, if I am not able to attend classes at the center, will
Do you allow me to attend revision classes from my home?
Yes, there is no need to come to the center to attend the revision classes.
You can attend those classes from your home.
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After paying Rs.5000, if I wish to cancel the admission, will you
refund the amount?
No, that amount is Non-Refundable.

I want to learn Crypto / Options / Commodity / Equity trading.
At Booming Bulls, we teach “Charts” or “Chart Reading Skills” which are applicable
in every trading instrument whether it is crypto-currency, options trading, commodity,
or equity trading. Not only this, we teach you all the other aspects of trading which
are associated with the above trading instruments like risk management, strategies,
timeframes, etc.

What is the duration of the course?
The total duration of the course is 6 months. In these 6 months, 1st one and a half
months there will be regular classes conducted by the mentor. After that, we give
time for students to apply the things practically which they have learned through our
program and continue to attend revision classes of new batches.

How many classes will be there in your course?
For weekend regular classes, the span will be 6 to 7 weekends and for weekday
regular classes the span will be 6 to 7 weeks.

What if I miss a class and am not able to attend any of the classes,
will you provide me with recordings?
You will get to attend revision classes of the same topic 2-3 times after the live
class and before your next class
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If I am confused about a topic?
You can discuss the same topic on the same day with our experienced faculty at
the center.

Will you provide Calls if I buy your course?
We won’t. But we will deﬁnitely help you with the watchlist support and daily
chart analysis.

I already have an idea about the stock market, I don’t want the entire
course & just provide me with your Trading Strategies / Psychology /
Secrets about the Trading Plan.
Our Booming Bulls Elite Traders Live Mentorship Program has been designed in
such a way that we cover everything from basics to advanced. You will get everything
in the course and you will have to learn from scratch to understand the advanced
level concepts and this is how our trainer proceeds with the program.

There will be Live Trading sessions as well?
There will not be any live trading sessions because then it will be similar to providing
tips/calls but you will be able to trade on your own after completing the course.

How will I clear my doubts?
You can discuss your doubts with Booming Bulls Certiﬁed Faculty.

I cannot understand Hindi / English, can you conduct the course in
any other language?
Doubt clearing can be done in other languages only if the faculty speaks the same
language. The course will be conducted only in Hindi/English mixed.
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I am below 18, but I have my parent’s consent so can I join your course?
You can’t take admission in our course if you are below 18.

What’s covered in the program?
Everything about technical analysis from scratch and information about crypto,
forex, and the stock market.

What is the difference between an online program & an ofﬂine
program?
At our hybrid centers, you will get instant support from our trained faculty and the
right learning atmosphere.

Will any student discussion forum be there?
Not as of now.

Is there any support for Live trades.?
There is no support for live trades during market hours.

I'm ready to go ofﬂine but the timing is not matching my schedule.
Sorry! We can’t do anything in that case.

I booked my seat for ofﬂine class but now I changed my mind. I want
to pass this course to my acquaintances. Is it possible?
Yes, Only if you have not started the course.
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I made a huge loss. Will this ofﬂine course help me to overcome that?
Yes, but only if you follow the process taught by Anish sir.

I am enrolled in your online course but I'm looking to do the ofﬂine course
so that it will be more beneﬁcial than online. Am I doing the right?
Yes, In ofﬂine class, you will get the proper learning atmosphere along with
faculties that will be available to clear your doubts on the spot.

Can I shift from an ofﬂine to an online class, and vice versa?
Yes, you can shift but only before the batch starts.

I need only crypto classes, not interested in the stock market as I
don’t have enough funds. Is it possible?
In our course, you will learn technical chart analysis which is applicable in every
market. We teach everything in our program like crypto market, commodities,
forex, options trading, equity market, etc. You have to learn everything along
with cryptocurrency.

What will be the timings of the Ofﬂine Centers?
The timings of the ofﬂine centers will be from 10 AM to 10 PM.

Will all classes be live in your centers?
Yes, there will be live classes at the centers conducted through projector screens.
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I want to know about the demo classes, can I cancel after 2/3 classes?
There will be no demo classes for hybrid centers.

Can I call you if my trade goes wrong?
You cannot call us to discuss your live trades. You can surely clear your doubts
with our faculty afterward.

Can I call the faculty after working hours if I have a doubt?
You cannot. You have to clear your doubts with our faculty during working hours only.

Do I have to come to the Hybrid Center to attend all the revision
classes as well?
You can attend revision classes online from home.

Can I sit in the Hybrid Center and do my homework or read a book?
Yes, If the seat in the classroom is available. (Not during live classes)

Are the faculties experienced enough?
Yes, the faculty is trained by Booming Bulls Academy.

Will they help me with my psychology?
Yes, they will help you with your psychology once the psychology classes are over.
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If they can’t help me with my doubts, then who will help me out?
In this case, you can mail us at support@boomingbulls.com.

Will you lend us books or study material?
Yes, we do provide books, printouts & study material.

Can I bring a friend to your center to wait while I attend class?
You cannot.

Will I be able to trade while sitting there?
Only if the seat in the classroom is available. (Not during live classes)

Will you be providing a good internet connection?
Yes, we will.

Is there any food facility in the hybrid center?
There is no food facility inside the center. We do not allow food inside the classroom.

Can I reach your faculty for any trading-related help?
Yes, you can.

Is this a lifetime Subscription for all the services that you provide?
The subscription to our services is only for 6 months.
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Can I come to the center and spend some time reading or trading after
6 months as well?
That won't be possible.

Will I get to meet Anish sir during this program?
Yes, if he is at the location then he will deﬁnitely meet you.

Can I sit at the institute and practice trading?
Only if the seat in the classroom is available. (Not during live classes)

What’s the qualiﬁcation of the faculty available at the institute?
They are Booming Bulls Certiﬁed faculty.

Can I get a demo to understand Anish sir's teaching style?
There are 250 videos on the YouTube channel of Booming Bulls.
https://www.youtube.com/c/BoomingBulls

Will I get any recordings of the class?
No recordings are provided in any case.

Will I get a laptop in class?
You won’t. You can bring your own if you want to.
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Will Anish sir be physically present for the ofﬂine class?
Only if he is at the location. Classes are conducted through projector screens.

Will Anish Sir answer our questions in the live class?
The faculty will answer your questions.

Who will solve my problems related to Trades?
The faculty will clear your doubts.

Will ofﬂine class be more effective than online class and How?
Ofﬂine classes are much better than online classes for some people because here
you get the proper learning atmosphere, you will get the faculty support.

Due to some reason I'm not able to continue class. How can You help me?
The fee is non-refundable.

I want to relocate to a new location. Any possibilities?
Yes, you can relocate to a new location.

Who will be my Mentor for guiding me everywhere?
Anish sir will take all the regular classes and revision classes. The faculty will help
you at the centers.
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Can I ask questions/doubts at the same time?
You can ask your questions/doubts when the class is over.

Will Anish sir provide copy trading?
We do not provide any copy trading services.

How early should I come before the class starts?
You can arrive 10-15 minutes before the class starts.

How many students will be there in one batch?
There is a limit of 50 students per batch.

Do I need to carry my laptop, notebook, and pens?
You can carry your laptop, notebook, and pens.

Does the location have a parking space for the students to park their vehicles?
Kindly conﬁrm for the same at Hybrid centers.

Is there any speciﬁc dress code for the Academy?
There is no dress code for students.

Will the company provide students with ID Cards?
We will provide ID Cards.
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What happens if I lose my ID Card?
We will re-issue your ID Card.

Do the Hybrid Centers have Air Conditioners?
All centers are equipped with Air Conditioners.

How can I contact the faculty?
The faculty will be present at the Hybrid centers.

Is there any fee refund policy?
The fee is non-refundable in any case.

What will be the continuation fees of membership later?
You can renew your membership after 6 months for a nominal cost and continue
to enjoy our services online.

If I pay the full amount and later If I'm not satisﬁed with the location.
Will I get a refund?
The fee is non-refundable in any case.

Can I pay in installment in ofﬂine class?
Yes, you can.
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Is GST included in the fees / will I get a bill of GST?
The fee includes GST. Also, you will get a GST bill.

Any chance of getting a refund if not satisﬁed or not able to continue?
The fee is non-refundable in any case.

What will happen if there is a Lockdown imposed in my city and the
center is closed?
You can continue to attend classes online through zoom meetings and our faculty
will be available to you on zoom meetings to clear all your doubts always till the
lockdown is imposed.
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Certiﬁcate of
Completion

Certiﬁcate Upon completion of the Booming Bulls Elite Traders Live Mentorship
Program, you will receive a certiﬁcate from Booming Bulls Academy.
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Booming Bulls
Foundation.
This is what we do to make this
world a better placeBooming Bulls Foundation digniﬁes charity by changing lives. It is an initiative
to make this world a better place. This is a non-proﬁt organization that aims
to work on different social problems such as hunger, poverty, illiteracy, etc.
Our mission is to help people through a nationwide network of members.
By Becoming a part of this mission, you can be a helping hand for
many people.

Mission
To ﬁght with different social problems such as hunger,
poverty, illiteracy, etc.

Vision
Our vision is to help people through a nationwide
network of members.

Our Goals
To help India and the world to overcome different problems
and to make this world a better place.
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CONTACT US
101, H-73, Sector 63, Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India 201307
support@boomingbulls.com
8130245100
www.boomingbulls.com
Instagram: www.instagram.com/boomingbulls/
YouTube : https://youtube.com/c/BoomingBulls

